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Abstract: Client-oriented model building entails eliciting relevant knowledge from the mental models of
participants. System dynamicists commonly employ interviews with individuals followed by one or more
discussions in freely interacting groups to capture knowledge from a client group. At least two problems
arise as a result of this approach. First, it usually demands a high time investment from the client group.
Second, freely interacting groups have several drawbacks and are often outperformed by individuals
when it comes to generating relevant knowledge. To overcome these difficulties a combination of
different techniques for knowledge elicitation is proposed, which is based on useful elements from
existing group process methods. The approach consists of three stages with intermediate feedback to
participants and can be considered a variant of the Estimate-Feedback-Talk (EFT) approach. Its use is
illustrated with a case study of model building in Dutch health care.
Keywords: System dynamics, knowledge elicitation, group decision support, mental models, group
process technique

I. Introduction

Studies evaluating the impact of computer
models to support policy making processes in
organizations have indicated that client involvement in the model-building process is often a
prerequisite for effective model building. One
important reason is that the process of model
building is frequently more important than the
resulting model. Model building itself is largely a
learning process about the problem. Most insights
about the characteristics of an ill-structured problem are gained during the iterative process of
designing a computer model, rather than after
the model is finished (House, 1982; Meadows and

Robinson, 1985; De Geus, 1988; Vennix, 1990).
Another important reason is that most information in an organization resides in the mental
models of organizational members (Forrester,
1987, 1991). Or as Mintzberg puts it: "Thus the
strategic data bank of the organization is not in
the memory of its computers but in the minds of
its managers" (Mintzberg, 1990, p. 166). To support policy making in organizations it is this
knowledge which needs to be captured and represented in the model. An important topic in
client-oriented or interactive model building thus
becomes the elicitation of relevant knowledge
contained in the mental models of participants.
Two important problems arise with regard to
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interactive model building. The first is related to
the time investment of the client group. In general the process of model building takes a considerable amount of time. And among policy makers
and managers time is a scarce resource. The
question then becomes how to structure the model
building process in such a way that time investment is kept as low as is reasonably possible.
The second problem is related to the sources
of knowledge and the techniques to elicit relevant
knowledge. System dynamics modelers have primarily relied on interviews with key persons and
discussions in interacting groups to capture
knowledge from the mental models of participants (Morecroft et al., 1989; Randers, 1977;
Richmond, 1987; Richardson and Senge, 1989;
Stenberg, 1980; Weil, 1980). Freely interacting
groups, however, exhibit several characteristics
inhibiting group performance. Among these are
the tendency of high-status persons to dominate
discussions, inequality of participation and focusing on a single train of thought (Delbecq et al.,
1975). Various group process techniques have
emerged aimed at improving group performance.
Two of the best-known are Delphi (Linstone and
Turoff, 1975) and NGT: Nominal Group Technique (Delbecq et al., 1975). Although these techniques contain useful elements, their application
to interactive model building is not straightforward. Hence, it is worthwhile to create alternative procedures particularly aimed at knowledge
elicitation in system dynamics model building. To
guide the design process of such procedures useful elements of existing group process techniques
could be used as a basis. In this article we will
focus on the design and the implementation of
such an alternative procedure. The emphasis is
on the design of the procedure and its feasibility.
Although we will indicate criteria with which to
evaluate the procedure described in this article,
we will not primarily be concerned with its evaluation. This will be the topic of future research
efforts.
In Section 2 we first review the literature on
relevant group process techniques and outline the
design of our procedure. In Section 3 we will
briefly present the policy problem which is being
modeled. In the following sections we discuss
each of the stages in our approach in more detail.
In a previous article (Vennix et al., 1990) we have
given an overall description of this procedure for

eliciting knowledge in conceptual model building.
In Sections 4 through 6 of this article, we will
concentrate in more detail on the central elements in the procedure, i.e. the preliminary
model, the questionnaires and the workbooks.
These sections are meant to provide the interested reader with enough information to apply
this procedure in an interactive model building
setting. In a final section we discuss the main
results of this study.

2. Group process techniques for capturing
knowledge
A procedure for interactive modeling and
knowledge elicitation will have to meet several
requirements. First, the process must be tailored
to the iterative character of model building. Second, as compared to approaches including interviews and interacting groups, the process should
significantly reduce the participants' time investment. Third, it must allow structured debate on
participants' (tacit) assumptions about reality.
This is of importance, since most learning takes
place during these discussions, because participants share the knowledge contained in their
mental models. And finally, the model resulting
from this process should not become overly complex. Particularly when the number of participants is large this latter requirement becomes
necessary.
With these demands in mind let us take a look
at some well-known and relevant group process
techniques, i.e. Delphi, Nominal Group Technique (NGT) and Social Judgment Analysis (SJA),
in order to establish their utility for interactive
model building.
Delphi was originally designed to reduce the
inhibiting effects of interacting groups while at
the same time preserving the power of pooled
knowledge from a group of experts (Dalkey, 1969).
This is accomplished by an anonymous procedure
employing a series of mailed questionnaires. Resuits of one iteration are fed back to the panel in
the next iteration. The number of cycles is limited
by a predetermined criterion, e.g. the level of
consensus in the panel or stability in the response
patterns. Delphi has been employed numerous
times, in particular in studies dealing with technological forecasting. Since the 1970s a number
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of alternatives emerged. The most well-known of
these is the Policy Delphi, which focuses on policy issues rather than on forecasting per se (Linstone and Turoff, 1975).
From the perspective of interactive model
building, one advantage of the Delphi method is
that time investment for participants is relatively
low. Delbecq et al. (1975, p. 29) found that the
number of working hours for participants in a
Delphi method was one half to one third of those
participating in a Nominal Group Technique session or in an interacting group. On the other
hand, time and cost for the administrators of
Delphi was about twice as much as compared to
the other techniques. Another advantage of Delphi is its iterative nature. In terms of elements
distinguished by Gustafson et al. (1973) Delphi
can be characterized as an iterative EstimateFeedback-Estimate (EFE) process, without faceto-face interaction (i.e. Talk). However, Delphi
also has some disadvantages. The conventional
Delphi has been harshly criticized by Sackman
(1975), among other things because of methodological deficiencies in questionnaire design, the
disproportionate emphasis on consensus and the
sloppy execution of most Delphi studies. In addition several empirical studies have revealed that
Delphi or E F E processes do not outperform interacting groups (Gustafson et al., 1973; Fischer,
1981; Stewart, 1987; Sniezek, 1990). We have to
point out, however, that these studies are primarily concerned with estimation and prediction
tasks. When it comes to idea generation Van de
Ven and Delbecq (1974) found that Delphi significantly outperformed interacting groups and performed almost as well as the Nominal Group
Technique. On the other hand, with regard to
satisfaction of participants with the procedure
N G T clearly scored better than both Delphi and
the interacting group. One reason the authors
suggest for the lower level of participant satisfaction is the lack of opportunity for clarification of
ideas in a Delphi (see also Nelms and Porter,
1985; Van Dijk, 1990). Given our third requirement (i.e. the need for discussion in interactive
modeling), the lack of interaction and discussion
between participants makes a traditional Delphi
less suited for our purposes.
In contrast to Delphi, clarification of ideas and
interaction between participants is at the heart of
both N G T and SJA. N G T is a procedure to
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generate and evaluate a number of ideas on an
issue with a group of persons joining together in a
session. When it comes to generating information
(as opposed to evaluating information) numerous
laboratory experiments conducted over the last
few decades have shown that nominal groups
usually outperform interacting groups (Bouchard,
1969, 1972; Lamm and Trommsdorf, 1973; Diehl
and Stroebe, 1987). Hence, in N G T the stage of
idea generation is strictly separated from the
evaluation of ideas. The process consists of the
following steps (Delbecq et al., 1975):
Individuals silently write down ideas.
- Ideas are listed in a round-robin fashion on
a flip chart.
Each idea on the list is discussed for clarification and evaluation.
Individual rank-ordering or rating of ideas.
The group decision is mathematically derived from this voting procedure.
As can be seen from the above sequence N G T
basically is an E s t i m a t e - F e e d b a c k - T a l k - E s t i mate (EFTE) process. Empirical studies have
shown that N G T groups (and in general E F T E
approaches) outperform interacting and Delphi
groups (Gustafson et al., 1973; Van de Ven and
Delbecq, 1974; Reagan-Cirincione, 1991) and
would thus be useful in interactive model building to improve group performance. In addition
the idea of rank ordering and voting on ideas can
be usefully applied to identify the most important
variables to be included in the model. This will
prevent the model from becoming too complex.
However, as was the case with Delphi the application of N G T to conceptual model building is
neither straightforward. N G T primarily focuses
on the listing and evaluation of ideas. Although
this is an important aspect the primary emphasis
in model building is on structuring ideas. In this
sense, reflecting on NGT, Hart et al. (1985, p.
588) call idea structuring the neglected component in group decision making.
In contrast to NGT, which primarily relies on
a voting procedure to arrive at a group decision,
SJA participants are encouraged to explore the
differences in " . . . the logic of their underlying
judgment policies" (Rohrbaugh, 1979, p. 77).
Rather then concentrating on participants' overt
opinions the approach focuses on the underlying
models participants use to arrive at a decision.
This is accomplished by an E s t i m a t e - F e e d b a c k -

-

-
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Talk (EFT) approach (Reagan-Cirincione, 1991).
After making an initial individual estimate, participants receive cognitive feedback on the relative weights and function forms each individual
applies. Next, differences between individuals in
weights and function forms are discussed in an
unrestricted manner and the group decision is
consensually derived. In two separate studies
Rohrbaugh compared Social Judgment Analysis
(SJA) with both Delphi and N G T on cognitive
conflict tasks of considerable intentional depth
(Rohrbaugh, 1979, 1981). In both studies Rohrbaugh found that SJA outperformed Delphi and
N G T respectively with regard to individual learning, the reduction of disagreement in the group
and the level of satisfaction with the process. For
interactive model building the E F T approach as
applied in SJA could be extremely useful particularly because it focuses on the systematic discussion of assumptions underlying decisions. An obvious disadvantage is that an iterative E F T procedure would be very time consuming in a complex
task like model building.
Summarizing we come to the conclusion that
an E F T approach as applied in SJA is useful for
interactive model building. Applying this approach to model building would result in a Conceptualize-Feedback-Talk process with one or
more iterations, to meet the first requirement. In
such a sequence reduction of the time investment
for participants, our second requirement could be
achieved in two ways. First, rather than to start
from scratch, by constructing a preliminary model
(Hart et al., 1985) which can be adapted by the
client group. Second, by including elements from
Delphi, which reduces working hours for participants as we have seen. In addition mailed questionnaires, in comparison with interviews, might
also reduce the time investment for the modeler.
To satisfy the third demand, one or more group
sessions will have to be organized, in which participants can discuss their opinions and ideas. For
this purpose in SJA function forms are graphically displayed for discussion. In contrast we primarily rely on causal diagrams to aid and structure discussions. Finally, to meet the fourth requirement (preventing the model from becoming
too large) rank-ordering procedures like in N G T
could be incorporated in the process.
The approach employed in this case study is
based on the above ideas and consists of several

stages. After a preliminary definition of the policy problem, in the first stage a small project
group constructs a preliminary conceptual model
based on a review of the relevant literature and
insights within the project group (see also Hart et
al., 1985). This preliminary model is used as a
basis for the second stage in which the actual
participation of the client takes place. In the first
cycle of this second stage we employ a questionnaire. The questionnaire aims at eliciting comments from the participants with regard to the
significance of concepts and relationships between concepts employed in the preliminary
model. The questionnaire is followed by a socalled workbook (Underwood, 1984) in the second cycle. This workbook provides feedback about
the results of the questionnaire. In addition it
invites participants to comment on more complex
submodels constructed by the project group on
the basis of the information generated in the
questionnaires. Both the questionnaire and the
workbook are filled out by participants working
individually at home. In the third cycle we employ
a structured workshop. In this workshop participants discuss their comments on the workbook's
submodels in more detail. In this sense the first
two cycles serve a focusing function: they identify
those elements in the preliminary model on which
participants do not agree. In sum the three cycles
lead to considerable adaptation of the preliminary model, which results in a final conceptual
model. The above mentioned stages are visualized in Figure 1.
Before discussing each of the stages in more
detail we will first briefly introduce the policy
problem.

Policy problem
1. Preliminary conceptual model
2. Knowledge elicitation cycles
a. questionnaire
b. workbook
c. structured workshop

3. Final conceptual model

Figure 1. Stages in knowledgeelicitation
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The above three questions guided the design
of the preliminary model by the project group.

3. T h e p o l i c y p r o b l e m

The model is designed for the Health Care
Insurance Organization (HCIO) at Zwolle in the
Netherlands. The project group consists of two
HCIO health care planners and two experienced
system dynamics modelers. In addition some five
HCIO staff members assisted in assessing the
preliminary model, the questionnaire, the workbook and the workshops.
The policy problem which is modeled is related to the gradual but persistent rise in health
care costs. From 1968 to 1985 total health care
costs in the Netherlands increased from about
6% of the net National Product to about 10%.
Studies explaining this rise in health care costs
have in general primarily focused on exogenous
factors (GrSnwald, 1987). Little attention has
been given to processes within the health care
system which might contribute to rising health
care costs. Particularly these endogenous factors,
however, might provide policy makers and planners with clues on how to control health care
costs in the future. This latter perspective forms
the basis for this project. The problem definition
for the model-building project consists of three
related questions.
a) What factors have been responsible for the
increase in health care costs in the past?
b) How will health care costs develop in the
future?
c) What are the potential effects of several
policy options to reduce these costs?

4. T h e p r e l i m i n a r y

model

The process of designing the preliminary model
was started by a two-hour brainstorming session
within the project group in which a flow diagram
of the system was constructed. The diagram is
shown in Figure 2.
Persons with health complaints initially consult
their general practitioner (g.p.), who decides
whether a patient
- has to return (order a patient back);
- will be referred to a medical specialist;
- will be discharged.
The medical specialist, in turn, decides whether
his patients
- have to return (order back);
- will be discharged;
- will get a renewed referral from the general
practitioner (which is necessary after one
year of treatment by a medical specialist);
- will be admitted into hospital and when they
will be discharged from hospital.
Health care costs for the general practitioner
are in general generated by his decision to perform certain required medical treatments or to
prescribe one or more drugs. With regard to
medical specialists health care costs are generated by a decision to (re)examine a patient, apply
medical surgery (medical transactions) and/or

Discharge ]
----~Referretrospectively [
~-~Discharge ~
Iw~n.~hr:dwith/
[complaints

I
~Renewreferral~ h ]
I ~ Referback~------~

Referback ~

qConsult~Pb;tge;tstreated~--~~1:~:?tol~Pdti~t::
~

~

~grderback] I

~

bY speeialistsJ-~~"°~
I

I

[Orderback[' I

Figure 2. Patients' flowin the health care system
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Table 1

P o t e n t i a l f a c t o r s a f f e c t i n g d e c i s i o n s in p a t i e n t s ' f l o w m o d e l
consultation

a

o r d e r b a c k g.p.

r e f e r to

order back

specialist

specialist
- specialist's

b,

- patient's age
- % of women

- patient's age
- checking patients

- patient's age
- % women workload

- (perceived) severity

- chronical disease

- chron, disease

- g.p. 's w o r k l o a d

- patient's pressure

of complaint
- duration of complaint

to b e r e f e r r e d

- g.p.'s view of job
- g.p.'s view of patients
- urbanization
admit into hospital

no. o f p r e s c r , by g . p . / s p e c ,

no. o f m e d i c a l t r a n s a c t i o n s

cost of medical transactions

by spec.
- patient's age
- specialist's view of job

- patient's age
- workload

- no. o f b e d s

- spec. view of job

- patient's age

- patient's age

a S o u r c e : a d a p t e d f r o m P o p p e n (1987).

prescribe a drug. Most of these decisions have a
quantity and a cost component. For instance: the
number of prescriptions by a general practitioner
or a specialist (quantity) and the price of the drug
prescribed (cost).
The next step is to identify a number of factors
which affect the decisions discussed above and to
include these in the flow model of Figure 2 to
form a hybrid diagram as suggested by Richardson and Pugh (1981). A literature search was
carried out to find relevant factors which could
be used in developing the preliminary model.
Table 1 summarizes the results.
Interestingly enough, as can be seen from the
table, most studies concentrate on the 'forward'
flow process, i.e. consultations, referrals and admissions into hospital. Almost no research was
found on factors affecting flow processes in the
opposite direction, i.e. discharges from the general practitioner, the medical specialist and from
hospital. Hence, we decided to first concentrate
on this 'forward' flow process in the construction
of the preliminary model. Most of the variables in
Table 1 were used in this construction process.
Variables which could not be causally related to
the decisions of the actors in the system were left
out (e.g. urbanization), which is not to say that
these could never be incorporated in the model.
As we will see in the next section, participants
are invited to add factors to the preliminary model

which they consider important. In this respect it
is important to point out that no effort was made
by the project group to make this preliminary
model perfect, since it primarily serves a 'trigger'
function to start the knowledge elicitation process. It was argued that a 'perfect' preliminary
model would hardly be motivating for participants and would most probably not give them a
feeling of 'ownership' over the conceptual model.
The preliminary model is shown in Figure 3.
The model shown in Figure 3 served as a basis
for the first step in the knowledge elicitation
process: the questionnaire.

5. The questionnaire
In any interactive model building process one
has to decide on at least two issues, i.e. the
selection of participants and the method to elicit
relevant knowledge. To avoid receiving one-sided,
biased information we incorporated a variety of
persons with different backgrounds. Our participants belong to various organizations in three
fields, namely the actual care system (e.g. general
practitioners, medical specialists), the policy making field (e.g. planning institutions) and the social
behavioral research field (e.g. university health
care research units). Participants were selected in
a two-step procedure. First, relevant organiza-
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Figure 3. Preliminary conceptualmodel

tions were listed. Next, within these organizations
we identified some sixty potential participants,
fairly well spread over the three fields.
We took several precautions to avoid low response. For example, we enclosed with the questionnaire an abstract of an article written on the
construction of the preliminary model. In addition we pointed out to the respondents that we
needed their expert opinion in order to be able to

improve the preliminary model. These precautions paid off. The response rate exceeded 95%,
which is very high for a mailed questionnaire.
The second issue is the questionnaire design.
In order to elicit causal arguments we took as our
point of departure the binary relationships in the
preliminary model and translated these into verbal statements. For instance, in Figure 3 the
accompanying verbal statement for the arrow
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running from 'mean age of patients' to 'refer' is:
"Older patients are referred more often to a
medical specialist than younger patients".
First we asked participants whether they
agreed, partially agreed or disagreed with the
statement and second we invited them to indicate
why they agreed or disagreed. Naturally, from the
point of view of knowledge elicitation this second
part of the question is the most interesting, since
it provokes causal arguments from the respondent's mental model. For example, most respondents agree with the above statement presenting
explanations like:
- older patients have more and more serious
complaints,
- they have more pathology,
- the chances of serious pathology are much
bigger,
- resulting in more polypathology,
- polypathology, therefore a more complex diagnosis, and thus more complex therapy, etc.
The task of the project group is twofold. First,
if possible, to combine concepts employed in these
arguments into a smaller number of categories.
Second, to derive a causal structure from these
argumentations. In order to accomplish this a
couple of persons from the project group conducted a qualitative content analysis and made
initial suggestions which were in turn checked by
the other two persons from the project group.
Discussions in the project group then led to a
final decision for each of the statements. From
the argumentations presented on the above statement for instance, the project group derived the
following causal argumentation: "Older patients
frequently have more polypathology. This impedes a correct diagnosis, hence a specialist's
opinion is needed, which causes older patients to
be referred more often". Rather than the two
original variables (average age and number of
referrals) one now has four variables related into
a causal chain: average age, polypathology, complexity of diagnosis and number of referrals. In
the second cycle (workbook) this elaborated argument is reported back to the participants and
they are invited to indicate whether they agree
with this formulation or not.
The example presented above is a clear and
one of the most straightforward examples of eliciting causal arguments from the participants'

mental models. This does of course not happen in
all cases. Sometimes no argumentations are presented or it is pointed out that the statement
itself is obvious.
However, causal argumentations are not the
only type of interesting information which can be
derived from the questionnaire. Other interesting
conclusions from the 'why' part of the questions
were related to the concepts themselves. Take for
instance the following statement: " T h e higher a
general practitioner's workload the higher the
number of prescriptions". Approximately half of
the respondents (partially) agreed while the other
half did not. This is of course quite confusing. To
resolve this apparent contradiction the project
group made two lists of argumentations: one containing the argumentations of those who agreed
and one containing the argumentations of those
who did not agree. Careful content analysis and
comparison of arguments provided by advocates
and opponents revealed that the two groups did
not use the same concept. One group obviously
had the temporary rush during the consulting
hour in mind (for instance caused by an epidemic
of influenza). The other group presented arguments which were related to structural workload.
Interpretations like these made by the project
group were also reported back in the workbook
and participants were asked to comment on it. A
similar example on the concept 'general practitioners view of his job' will be discussed in the
next section when we show a sample of part of
the workbook.
The questionnaire was divided in a number of
sections each dealing with one 'dependent' variable, e.g. number of referrals or number of prescriptions by general practitioners. Each of these
sections thus contained a number of statements
together with 'why questions'. At the end of each
section we asked respondents to add variables
(affecting the dependent variable) which were not
included in the preliminary model. As will be
clear, this results in quite a number of factors,
which cannot all be included in the model. Hence
the last question in each of the sections to indicate the three most important factors. A sample
of the questionnaire is presented in Figure 4.
From the last question in each section we
calculated frequency distributions and the three
factors mentioned most frequently as important
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were used to develop submodels around a dependent variable in order to carry the conceptual
model building process one step forward.
6. The workbook
In order to be able to develop more complex
submodels and have these criticized by the partic-
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ipants we employed a so-called workbook in the
second cycle. The workbook consisted of about 30
pages (including diagrams and space for comments). It is a kind of questionnaire with a particular format. In the workbooks we explained in
more detail the process of model building and the
diagramming tools, we fed back the results of the
questionnaire and again we invited participants

Introduction and explanation.
. . ,

Section 1: consulting the general practitioner
Section 2: ordering patients back by general practitioners
A Statements
1. The higher a general practitioner's workload the more patients he will refer to a specialist
o agree
o partially agree
o disagree
because . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. The broader a general practitioner's view of his job, the more patients he will order back
o agree
o partially agree
o disagree
because

3. etc.
B. Considering the number of referrals by general practitioners do you think there are any other factors, apart from the ones
mentioned above, which affect the number of referrals?

C. Which three of the above mentioned factors (including the ones you added in the previous question) do you consider most
important in explaining the number of referrals? Please indicate the most important first etc.
1 ............................................................................................
2 ............................................................................................
3 ............................................................................................

Section 3: referrals by general practitioners
. . .

Section 4: prescriptions by general practitioners

Figure 4. Sample of the questionnaire
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1. Consultations by patlents

2. Backorders by the general practlUoner
In the previous section we focused on the decisions of patients to consult their general practitioner. In this and the next two
sections we discuss three decisions of general practitioners: ordering patients back, prescribe drugs, refer to a medical
specialist or combinations of these. In this section we focus on factors affecting the process of ordering patients back.

2.1. Results of the questionnaire
From the questionnaire we conclude that with regard to the number of patients ordered back by a general practitioner the
uncertainty of the general practitioner is considered the most important factor. About 90% of the respondents agrees with the
statement that more uncertainty leads to more patients being ordered back. From the argumentations presented with the
statements, however, it turns out that the statement cannot be maintained in its current form. We will refer back to this in section
2.2 of this workbook. The second most important factor is the general practitioner's view of his job (about 75% agrees with this
statement). This statement too will have to be elaborated as we will see in Section 2.3 of this workbook. The third most
important factor is the general practitioner's workload. We will discuss this in Section 2.4.

2.2. A general practitioner's uncertainty
Most respondents indicate that uncertainty leads to more control behavior, which in turn increases the number of patients
ordered back. There is a problem however. A number of respondents states that more uncertainty can also lead to more
referrals to medical specialists. In our opinion this depends on the aspect about which a general practitioner is uncertain. We
distinguish three kinds of uncertainty, i.e. uncertainty with regard to:
- the diagnosis,
- the expected progress of the disease,
- the potential effect of the therapy.
In our opinion the first kind of uncertainty will lead to either more referrals or more prescriptions or both. We will come back to
that in Chapters 3 and 4 of this workbook. The second and the third kind of uncertainty of a general practitioner will lead to
more patients being ordered back. We formulate the following statements:
1. The more often a general practitioner is uncertain about the expected progress of the disease, the more often he will
order patients back.
2. The more often the general practitioner is uncertain with regard to the effects of the therapy, the more often he will order
patients back.
A number of respondents points out that the uncertainty of the general practitioner will decrease with his number of years of
experience. Some assume that this is amongst others related to the fact that he will know more about his patients. Hence:
3. The more experienced a general practitioner is in his profession, the better he is informed about the history/background
of his patients and the less uncertain he will be.
Using a causal diagram the above statements can be visualized as below.

I Consult

by general
practitioner

R~r

~ Orderback ~
Degree of
experience g.p.
,

U. . . . taintyofg.p.
about effects of ~
therapy

/

•

owledge of
g.p. about
patient's
background
~

j)l~/11
/
/

/

Uncertainlof
g.p. about
progress of
disease
Figure 5. Sample of the workbook used in knowledge elicitation
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Task ]: Please indicate in this diagram with which parts you do not agree by crossing these out. Please write down any
comments in the space below.

2.3. The general practitioner's view of his job
The general practitioner's view of his job also leads to some differences of opinion between respondents. Most probably this
is due to a difference in the interpretation of the concept of 'view of his job' (as was the case above with uncertainty). Those
respondents agreeing with the statement that a broad view of the job will lead to more patients being ordered back argue that a
general practitioner with a broad view will carry out more therapeutic and diagnostic transactions and will check more patients
himself (rather than refer to a specialist) and hence will order back more patients. These general practitioners will also refer less
in those respondents' opinion. Those respondents who do not agree with the statement point out that a general practitioner
with a broad view will provide better and more specific aid to his patients which will lead to less patients being ordered back.
This contradiction between the two groups can in our opinion be explained from the fact that different persons interpret the
concept 'view of job' in different ways. One group considers 'view of job' as the number of tasks that a general practitioner
considers to be part of his job. The other group seems to interpret the concept as the way a general practitioner handles his
patients. From here on we will define 'view of job' as the number of tasks the general practitioner considers to be part of his
job, The way a general practitioner handles his patients will be denoted by the concept 'g.p.-patient relationship'. Below we will
first focus on the g.p.-patient relationship.
From the comments in the questionnaires we can derive a few factors which are considered important in this respect, i.e. the
quality of the communication during consultation and a patient's confidence in his general practitioner. We formulate the
following statements about the, 'g.p.-patient relationship':
4. The more susceptible the general practitioner is to the patient's complaint, the higher the quality of the discussion during
consultation.
5. If the quality of the discussion during consultation increases the patient will get more confidence in his general
practitioner.
6. The more confidence a patient has in his general practitioner, the more information (quantitatively and qualitatively) he
will provide about his complaint to the general practitioner.
7. The more information a patient provides, the higher the quality of the discussion during consultation.
8. The higher the quality of the consultation discussion, the less a general practitioner will order patients back.
Adding these factors to the previous figure results in the figure below.
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Figure 5 (continued). Sample of the workbook used in knowledge elicitation

to comment on the submodels developed in the
workbook.
The workbook was also meant to prepare the
participants for the third stage in knowledge elici-

tation: the structured workshop. Two subsets of 9
respondents (from the original 60) were selected
to fill out the workbooks and to participate in one
of two workshops. We selected 18 participants
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Task 2: Please indicate in this diagram with which parts you do not agree by crossing these out. Please write down any
comments in the space below.
2.4 A general practitioner's workload

3. Prescriptions by general practitioners

4 Referrals by general practitioners
, . ,

Figure 5 (continued).Sample of the workbookused in knowledgeelicitation

spread over the three fields mentioned above (i.e.
actual care system, policy making organizations,
research institutions) who presented us with the
most detailed comments and argumentations in
the questionnaires. All 18 filled out the same
workbook. The workbooks and the two work-

Demands of

shops both covered that part of the model which
is related to the first echelon (general practitioners), since a number of medical specialists (the
second echelon) refused to cooperate because of
a conflict between their interest group and the
central government.
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The workbook contained four submodels, centered around four important 'dependent' variables in the preliminary model, i.e. consultation
by patients on the one hand and prescriptions of
drugs, referrals and 'back orders' by general
practitioners on the other. These four submodels
were developed by the project group using the
preliminary model and the results of the questionnaires. This does not mean however that the
design of the submodels was straightforward. Although the questionnaires provided us with the
three most important variables affecting each of
the above 'dependent' variables and with intermediary links between two variables, this information was not always sufficient to produce a
submodel. Hence, the project group frequently
had to fill in 'causal gaps' between these dependent and independent variables where the questionnaires did not provide that information. Again
research literature was consulted and discussed
within the project group to generate the necessary information.
In order to simplify matters for the participants the submodels are built up gradually in the
course of the workbook. This was accomplished
by first linking the most important independent
variable (mentioned in the questionnaire) to the
dependent variable. Next, variables were identified which could explain this independent variable and so on until a network of causal relationships was constructed. The verbal explanations
were summarized by means of a causal diagram,
in which the participant could indicate his comments and suggestions for adaptations. The same
procedure was followed with regard to the second
and third most important variable. In order to
illustrate the procedure used in the workbooks,
we have reproduced part of the workbook (on the
phenomenon of ordering patients back) in Figure
5.
Once a submodel was complete, the respondent was invited to summarize his comments by
indicating his disagreements with the submodel
as shown in Figure 6. He then had to continue
with the next submodel.
The completed workbooks were sent to the
project group one week before the workshop.
They were used to determine the topics for discussion and to organize the subgroups.
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7. The structured workshop
For the actual design of the workshop we
relied on our experience with previous workshops
and guidelines found in the literature (e.g. Duke,
1980; Hart et al., 1985; Mason and Mitroff, 1981;
Vennix and Geurts, 1987). In addition we employed a few conclusions from the research literature on small groups. One is that introduction of
structure in group activities drastically improves
group performance (Bouchard, 1969). Another is
that participation can be improved by using small
task groups (Eden, 1985; Hart et al., 1985) and a
group facilitator to structure plenary discussions.
There were also some impediments that we
had to take into account. For examples since
general practitioners participated in the workshops these could not be held during daytime.
Hence we started at 4 p.m. and had to be finished
by 9 p.m.
In order to use the available time as efficiently
as possible and to improve participation in the
discussions we formed three task groups of three
persons to allow in-depth discussions of different
submodels during the workshop. Task groups
were composed of persons with similar comments
on the submodels. Each of the three task groups
discussed one of the submodels. From the four
submodels in the workbook we selected the three
that received most criticism in the workbooks.
The program for the workshop was as follows:
4.00 - 4.15 p.m.: welcome to participants.
4.15 - 5.00:
introduction and explanation.
5.00 - 6.00:
task group discussions.
6.00 - 7.30:
plenary session.
7.30 - 8.15:
dinner.
8.15 - 9.00:
discussion on feedback loops.
9.00 - 9.15:
evaluation and conclusion.
In order to facilitate work in the subgroups
each was assisted by one member of the project
team. To structure subgroup activities we used a
few aids. First, each group member was assigned
a role with accompanying responsibilities. For
instance, one person was responsible for time
management, another for presentation of the results of the subgroup discussions in the plenary
session. Second, to feed back the results from the
workbook and as a potential starting point for
discussion we provided each group with a copy of
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the submodel diagram. On these diagrams we
indicated by means of different colours which
person had criticized what part of the submodel
(see also Figure 8). The diagrams provided to the
participants were used as a kind of scribbling
paper during discussion about the submodels.
The diagrams could be modified by participants
as they saw fit. In addition we returned the
workbooks to participants as an aid in the discussion.
At the end of the task group session one
person recorded the final changes in a large
format diagram, which was put on the wall in the
plenary session room. The spokesperson of the
first task group was then given ten minutes to
explain the changes in the submodel. After answering any clarifying questions, there was a 20minute plenary discussion about the submodel.
This procedure was repeated for the other two
submodels. After the break for dinner there was
a discussion on the notion of feedback loops that
could be identified within the model.
Participants were quite involved in the discussions and were very satisfied that there was a
clear time table, which was followed quite strictly.
Although there was consensus on many issues, it
also became clear that several processes in health
care are poorly understood. Here the knowledge
elicitation process was arrested at the point where
there were only vague conjectures. This was for
instance true with regard to the number of 'back
orders' by a general practitioner. Lack of knowledge on general practitioners' back orders is
largely due to disinterest of the insurance companies (as far as mandatory insurance is concerned,
a change in the number of back orders does not
affect the number of payments to general practitioners).

8 . Results

One important goal of building a simulation
model is to enable the modeler to conduct 'whatif' policy experiments with the computer model.
Many modelers consider this as the only useful
objective. As various authors have pointed out
however, building a conceptual model often generates very useful policy relevant information
(Eden et al., 1983; Meadows, 1989; Wolstenholme, 1982; Wolstenholme and Coyle, 1983).

In our case several tangible results materialized from this conceptual model-building stage.
These are related to the quality of the conceptual
model, the definition of the policy problem and
the structuring of future research efforts in health
care processes.
In our view, the quality of the conceptual
model was increased drastically on a number of
aspects. First, with regard to the number of variables included in the model. This number increased considerably during the knowledge elicitation stage. Our preliminary model contained
about 40 variables and the final model contains
more than 80. Although a larger conceptual model
is not necessarily better, the increase was primarily caused by refinement of the concepts and
relationships in the preliminary model. We consider that as an important improvement of the
quality of the model. We have presented several
examples in this article indicating that concepts
used in the research literature and in discussions
about health care are frequently too ambiguous.
Concepts like workload, general practitioner's
view of his job and uncertainty of a general
practitioner were refined considerably. We have
also presented examples of refinement of relationships, sometimes identifying new feedback
loops, during the process of knowledge elicitation
(see also Vennix et al., 1990).
The model-building process also had an impact on the definition of the policy problem of
cost reduction. Before starting the model-building process various persons were quite convinced
that the best way to cut health care costs would
be to reduce the number of referrals by general
practitioners. This seems obvious since transactions by medical specialists are much more expensive than those by general practitioners, particularly if patients are admitted into hospital.
During the model-building process it became clear
that there are feedback processes which might
counteract the cost reduction effect from the
reduction of the number of referrals. For instance, through an increase in the number of
transactions by medical specialists to compensate
for the loss of new patients. To gain more insight
in these feedback processes the conceptual model
was formalized. Preliminary analyses, however,
seem to indicate that cost reduction effects do
occur when reducing the number of referrals
(Verburgh et al., 1990). Future analyses with a
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more elaborated model will have to provide a
more final answer to this question.
A third result which materialized relates to
further empirical research into health care processes. As we have stated, the discussions in the
workshop showed that various parts of the system
are ill-understood. As a result a research project
has been started aimed at filling in the gaps in
knowledge on the factors determining back orders by general practitioners.

9.

Summary

and

discussion

In this article we have concentrated on a structured approach to knowledge elicitation for conceptual model building. The approach basically
employs an iterative sequence of ConceptualizeF e e d b a c k - T a l k . We suggested that a three-step
approach using different kinds of data collection
methods is an appropriate way to structure the
knowledge elicitation process. A questionnaire
was used to have a number of experts (60) comment on binary relationships of a preliminary
model designed by the project group. Next a
workbook was employed to have a subset (18) of
the first group of experts criticize a number of
more complex submodels. Finally, in a structured
workshop participants were put in a position to
discuss these submodels in more detail.
At the beginning of this article we indicated
that our primary aim was to develop and implement an alternative procedure for knowledge
elicitation in conceptual model building. We did
not explicitly aim at systematically and objectively
evaluating this procedure. As stated this is the
subject for future research efforts. One obvious
way to evaluate it would be to compare it to the
'traditional' way of the system dynamics approach
in knowledge elicitation, i.e. by interviews and
group discussions. Without trying to be exhaustive one might think of the following criteria for
evaluation:
-The
quality of the resulting conceptual
model.
Time investment of the participants.
Satisfaction of participants with the process.
Model acceptance and reduction of disagreement.
The degree to which it improves insight into
the problem and generates new solutions.
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Although we did not carry out an objective
evaluation of this kind, we have indications that
the procedure did score well on some of the
above criteria. One of these is the time investment. The main reason to use a preliminary model
and this approach was to cut on the time investment of participants. In sum it took participants
in this procedure about 8 to 10 hours to complete
the questionnaires, to fill out the workbook and
to participate in the workshop. This seems lower
than in most cases where one starts from scratch.
Morecroft et al. (1989, p. 3) for instance report an
average time investment by the client of 2½ days.
On the other hand it might well be the case that
by using a preliminary model the project group
has a great deal of influence on the design of the
conceptual model. This might for instance decrease the feeling of ownership over the model
for the client. This in turn could affect model
acceptance and the actual use of the model in the
organization once the model builders have left.
Clearly this is one of the topics which needs to be
studied more carefully in the future.
Another reason to use this approach was to
match the various tasks in model building with
individual and group work. Apart from lower
time investment the procedure allows participants to do several tasks individually at home and
to join together once it is clear what the exact
topics are which need to be discussed. In that
sense the procedure proved to be very valuable,
particularly in our case where there were general
practitioners in our sample who really lack the
time to attend meetings of this sort.
As indicated the quality of the conceptual
model clearly increased and the client seems to
be rather satisfied with the whole project. This
can be deduced from the fact that the client
organization provided additional financial support to write a book on the project. Moreover, it
supports our continuing efforts to formalize the
model and to design a flexible computer-based
learning environment in which health care planners and workers can conduct policy experiments
with the model themselves.
Positive reactions on the project were also
obtained during a conference attended by almost
200 persons from the health care field (e.g general practitioners, scientists, health care planners,
modelers). During this conference we had a number of presentations on the project and a panel
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discussion. At the end of the conference participants filled out a questionnaire. Two thirds considered the subjects that were presented interesting to very interesting on a five-point scale ranging form very uninteresting to very interesting. 24
Persons were very interested and 35 interested
(again on a five-point scale) in talking to the
project group about the applicability of this
model-building a p p r o a c h for their own organization. As a result thus far one new model-building
project on the organization of h o m e care in the
future has been started. This project will use a
procedure similar to the one described in this
article.
In sum, the whole project, including a similar
a p p r o a c h to identify feasible policy options and
formalize part of the conceptual model, took
several years to complete (Vennix et al., 1990).
Calendar time for the p r o c e d u r e described in this
article took a little over one year. This was caused
by two factors. First, the project group had to
design and test various novel procedures (e.g.
questionnaire, workbook). Second, the project
group did not work full time on it. We estimate
that, given our experience with this approach, it
should be possible to finish a conceptual modeling phase using this a p p r o a c h in about three to
six months.
A t the m o m e n t we have already formalized
and quantified part of the model, i.e the patients
flow model and the costs involved. O u r efforts
are now aimed at including a n u m b e r of influencing factors on this patients flow model. In addition we have designed a computer-based learning
envir~3nment in which health care policy makers
can conduct a n u m b e r of policy experiments with
the c o m p u t e r model 1) to increase their systemic
thinking about the subject, 2) to improve c o m m u nication about health care cost reduction and 3)
to stimulate their insight into potential effects of
options aiming at cost reduction.
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